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FlixBus to launch intercity coach service in 
the UK 

   
+ Initial destinations include London, Portsmouth, Birmingham and Bristol 
+         Firm to partner with family run companies, boosting local economies 
+    Disinfection, extra cleaning and safe distancing: travelling in times of         
coronavirus 
  
London, June 30, 2020 – FlixBus, Europe’s biggest provider of intercity coach travel, is launching 
in the UK this week (July 2) with plans to take several million passengers across the country 
within the first 12 months.  
 
From July 2nd, the UK will be part of a network that has 400,000 daily connections to 2,500 
destinations across 32 countries. 
 
In a boost to the UK economy, FlixBus will partner with local, authorised coach firms, which are 
often family run, and will start with four routes from London with fares starting from £2.99. 
Initially, the offer will entail around 200 trips a week. 
 
With lockdown coming to an end, and people being allowed to see family and friends again, 
FlixBus expects to be able to quickly increase the destinations they offer to add to the initial 
routes from London to Bristol, Guildford, Birmingham and Portsmouth. Starting July 2nd, FlixBus 
will also resume its service to mainland Europe and directly connect London to cities such as 
Amsterdam, Paris and Brussels.   
 
Hygiene and safety are of the highest priority, so every coach will be disinfected before every ride 
and undergo a thorough cleaning process. In line with local regulations, passengers will have to 
wear masks as will drivers when away from their seat. The row immediately behind them will be 
kept clear and only half of the remaining seats will be sold to help keep a safe distance between 
passengers. 
 
Andreas Schorling, Managing Director FlixBus UK, said he is confident the company would be the 
cheapest way for people to travel between the cities they are servicing – and expects to quickly 
add to their destinations. 
 
He continued: “With the lockdown restrictions easing, people will want to start travelling to see 
family and friends, go back to university or college or travel for work and we will offer a safe, 
comfortable and affordable way to do this. On top of that, travelling by coach is the greenest way 
of travelling in Britain. As we are partnering with local firms, we will also be giving a boost to 
businesses that have been hit hard by COVID-19.” 
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Initially, the company will use six coaches from different local firms but will quickly add to this as 
demand picks up. Schorling said: “To start with, we will be connecting London, Birmingham, 
Bristol, Portsmouth and Guildford to Europe’s largest intercity bus network, with more UK cities 
to come. This is just the beginning – we have great plans for Britain and aim to grow to market 
leader by 2025.” 
 
The European firm carried 62 million passengers in 2019 
 
FlixBus does not own coaches or employ drivers but the business model is based on a 
collaboration with local small and midsized companies. These companies, often family-run, have 
decades of experience in the industry and take care of the day-to-day operations.  
 
Bala Balasuresh, from YPIJ Coaches, London, said: “This is a massive boost to our business 
which has been hit hard in the past few months. We are proud to be working with FlixBus and to 
be able to offer people a great way to travel and visit friends and family again. Our drivers have 
been missing the roads these past few months.” 
 
Kevyn Jones, from Turner’s Coachways, Bristol, added: “The travel industry has been badly hit by 
the coronavirus, so this is a very welcome launch for people who will want to see distant family 
and friends or conduct business in a safe way as the lockdown ends.” 
*** 
 
About FlixBus 

FlixMobility is a mobility provider, offering new alternatives for convenient, affordable and environmentally-
friendly travel via the FlixBus and FlixTrain brands. Thanks to a unique business model and innovative 
technology, the startup has quickly established Europe's largest long-distance bus network and launched 
the first green long-distance trains in 2018 as well as a pilot project for all-electric buses in Germany and 
France. Since 2013, FlixMobility has changed the way people have traveled throughout Europe and created 
thousands of new jobs in the mobility industry. In 2018, FlixMobility launched FlixBus USA to bring this new 
travel alternative to the United States. 
  
From locations throughout Europe and the United States, the FlixTeam handles technology development, 
network planning, operations control, marketing & sales, quality management and continuous product 
expansion. The daily scheduled service and green FlixBus fleet is managed by bus partners from regional 
SMEs, while FlixTrain operates in cooperation with private train companies. Through these partnerships, 
innovation, entrepreneurial spirit and a strong international brand meet the experience and quality of 
tradition. The unique combination of technology start-up, e-commerce platform and classic transport 
company has positioned FlixMobility as a leader against major international corporations, permanently 
changing the mobility landscape.  
For more information, visit https://global.flixbus.co.uk/company/about-flixbus  
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